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Three-piece jazz-rock (or rock-jazz) band The Gazebo recently released Demo, their followup to their EP (t)here. The new release features
many of the same styles as the previous, and fans of The Gazebo’s previous work will find Demo refreshing, yet familiar.

The defining difference on the new EP is a more upbeat and joyous tone. And while the last release features themes of losing love and
redemption, I can’t seem to find a common theme among the tracks on Demo.

My favorite song from Demo is the last, “Cutting Off The Line.” It’s the most polished song I’ve heard by The Gazebo—it’s very well performed
and recorded—and shows the band is growing.

I spoke with The Gazebo about their band and their music, here’s what they had to say:

Give a brief history of your musical career(s), how you got started, why you picked your instrument of choice, and if you’re a band, how you met and came
together as a musical act.

Edward Bean: Music has always been integral to my development in life and discovering how to express myself.  I began
playing music at a very young age, banging pots and pans, and claiming that I was in a band with my older brother and
cat (“The Ed Cat Relationship”—it never actually existed).  Eventually my mom tired of these loud shenanigans and
classical piano lessons became a weekly institution.  I wanted the learn how to play the piano because it really gives you
the best tool for composition and hearing counterpoint.  From an early age I was very interested in how notes interacted
(both harmonically and rhythmically) and how one could learn to write music.  My exploration and development could not
have been possible without my piano teacher, Clint Fox, so special thanks goes out to him.  I currently am studying Music
Composition and Theory at New York University.  I predominately write classical work for my studies including chamber
work, opera, and symphonic pieces.

The band “The Gazebo” was formed in the summer of 2008.  I was a founding member for what was supposed to be a
psychedelic rock group originally playing organ.  We found out that we didn’t have a bassist so I bought one and taught
myself bass.  To fill the spot of drummer I asked my good friend and fellow jazz musician Ryan Williams.  Ryan and I both
went to Perrysburg High School together and played in many ensembles together through the school.

In the summer of 2010, a pivotal shift was needed for us to utilize our classical and jazz training to a greater extent. To create music at a higher caliber with a greater
emphasis on live performance and songwriting I asked guitarist Henryk Kress to join the group.  This is the fundamental trio that is still in existence today.  However, we often
employ many friends and fellow musicians to support us with live shows and recording.

Ryan is currently at BGSU studying Music Education and Henryk is at UT studying Classical and Jazz Guitar Performance.

Ryan Williams: I have been performing music since I was in 3rd grade. Started singing, went to cello, then to drums which is what I do now at the collegiate level. I picked
the drums because it was a fun instrument and there is such a wide variety of instrumentation that can be used for it.

Henryk Kress: Started playing guitar at age 7. Got a lot of experience in music while attending TSA. Currently studying jazz guitar at UT. Also classically trained on cello.

How would you describe your style of music? What makes your music unique compared to others in your genre?

Edward Bean: Labeling our sound has always been a struggle!  I ask as many people who will listen and give their opinion to describe out music.  Needless to say, I am met
with very mixed reviews.  I would like to call ourselves “Classical Rock”, “Baroque Pop”, or “Art Rock.”  We basically have a bizarre sound because of our strong classical and
jazz influences.  We generally try to write and perform within the New Wave or Art Rock genres.

Our music is unique because of the meticulous care and craft involved in both writing and performing.  We do not merely come up with a nifty set of chords and then strum
along with some repetitious melody.  Our music is composed thoughtfully and counterpoint and orchestrations are very much paid attention to.  This care to detail which
stems from our extensive jazz and classical training gives us a different (neither better or worse) sound than most rock groups.

I’d like to hear what other people think!

Ryan Williams: Vampire Weekend-esque. An alternative to the ska that people hear nowadays and a little more complex than anything you have ever heard. We keep things
interesting and turn music in a different direction than what is expected.

Who are your biggest musical influences and in what way have they influenced your own music?

Edward Bean: My personal biggest influence is Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.  As a classical composition major and classical pianist I have studied and played a lot of Mozart,
and through this I’ve learned to appreciate his craft and unique voice.  I like to use a “Mozartian” approach to writing rock songs.  The counterpoint, harmony, and melody are
precisely written and executed.  Soaring melodies with an accompaniment that may be critiqued as having “too many notes” really speaks to my soul.

Ryan Williams: My own private instruction has helped me make the music I have as well as my brother introducing me to many different genres of music. I have also been
influenced by the current popular music scene and what classifies as “musical talent” in today’s day and age.

Henryk Kress: I’m much more influenced by jazz musicians than rock musicians. What I do with The Gazebo is similar to what avant-garde jazz guitarist Nels Cline does with
Wilco.

What is your favorite song to perform (if applicable, otherwise what is your favorite song) and why?

Edward Bean: It’s one of our own songs, but “Girl in a Room.”  It’s just a good, punchy number and is one of the few songs where we actually use profanity, so it’s fun to say
“fuck” to an unassuming audience.

Ryan Williams: “Three Four Five” is a very fun tune. Some of our more recent stuff too. It makes the listeners think more and listen more carefully to the music. It is more
than just an aural stimulation, but a way to make you think “how does this make sense?” because all of it does.

Henryk Kress: Flight to Babylon—15-minute long multi-movement song with odd meters and a lot of improvisation.

What is your favorite Toledo-area venue to play and why?

Edward Bean: My favorite show we’ve ever played was at the Maumee Indoor Theatre.  It was just such a great venue because it has that great antiquated feel to it.

Close second would be The Revolution in Toledo.  The audience there seemed more receptive to our music because it’s more of an “art house” than traditional rock venue.

What is your favorite recording studio in the Toledo-area?

Edward Bean: We have actually never recorded in a studio in Toledo (we have access to personal studios through friends) .  So I can’t really say haha.

Henryk Kress: Eddie’s basement.

In what ways do you promote your music to your target audience? What unique tips do you have for new bands to get the word out about their music?

Edward Bean: We actually have kind of a hard time reaching our target audience, namely because we don’t know who are target audience is.  I’ve found the best way to
promote our music is to play a few giant, theatrical shows and publicize them for months as well as offer free downloads to music.  We contact a lot of college radios around
the country and have found some success with those.

My big tip would be to try to get your music reviewed and heard by newspapers, blogs, or other sources.  One good review can make it for you.  Blogs are big.  Also, offer free
downloads to your music—at this point no one (should) be in it for making money.  It’s all publicity.

Ryan Williams: We are a local band that has played with a lot of conflicting genres (i.e. metal groups or overall LOUD music). We offer an alternative to a lot of the local
groups that are getting there own music experience noticed in the area. We also have a fan base that has stuck through with everything that we have gone through that also
share in our appreciation for the different and sometime unnecessary.

What is your favorite Toledo-area band or musician (besides yourself, of course)?

Edward Bean: The Creative Writing Club.

Excellent folk rock band from TSA grads.  Seriously, check them out!  Really fantastic.

Ryan Williams: Hepcat Revival. They bring jazz around the area.

Henryk Kress: The Homeville Circle—it’s my high school creative writing teacher’s band. He was very influential to my songwriting.

Is there anywhere on the Internet where your fans can hear your music, find more information about you, and learn about upcoming shows?
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About Mike

Mike has played guitar in a few bands over the years and has played shows at many of Toledo's
popular venues. He is now a writer and the web administrator for TOLEDOMUSICSCENE.com.
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